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A new Bon Appetit policy requires that all meals be contained in plastic clamshells when leaving the commons.
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Appleton, WiSconSin
Lawrence University 
announces updated 
sexual assault policy
Education department expands 
program, adds professor
See page 2
Lawrence's education depart-ment has undergone several large changes this year. First, Associate Professor of Education Robert Williams is currently serving as Associate Dean of the Faculty and will be less involved in the depart-ment as a result of his new respon-sibilities. In his place is Assistant Professor of Education Stephanie Burdick-Shepherd, whose back-ground is in philosophy and early childhood education. The 2015-2016 academic year will be her first at Lawrence. Burdick-Shepherd's appoint-ment is timely, given her focus on early childhood, as another change 
in the department this year is the expansion of the teacher certifi-cation program to include early elementary education. The expan-sion, which Burdick-Shepherd calls a “long-time dream” of the department, is made possible by a grant from the Mielke Family Foundation. The introduction of this program “highlights the importance that Lawrence…plac-es on interacting with its com-munity and seeing the needs of its community. Elementary school teachers who are very qualified and have the ability to take on the complexity of elementary teach-ing are really needed in our area,” Burdick-Shepherd said. Burdick-Shepherd's belief that Lawrence students can become those teachers is echoed 
by Bee Connell Mielke Professor of Education and Associate Professor of Education Stewart Purkey. Purkey believes “study of the liberal arts provides…the groundwork to develop the knowledge and skills of teaching as well as the ability to make con-nections from this knowledge to the intricate and challenging art that is elementary teaching.” The new certification oppor-tunity will involve what the edu-cation department's webpage describes as a “post baccalaure-ate, yearlong apprenticeship.” Lawrence students pursuing early elementary certification will return to Appleton for the school year following their graduation, 
Nicole Mitchell
Staff Writer
____________________________________
Over the summer, Lawrence University wrote and imple-mented a newly updated sex-ual assault and harassment policy, and President Burstein approved the new policy short-ly before the beginning of this school year. Changes were also made to campus resources, such as SHARE [Sexual Harassment and Assault Resources and Education], formerly known as SHARB [Sexual Harassment and Assault Resources Board]. These changes, according to university Title IX Coordinator and Associate Professor of Education Bob Williams, better reflect the civil rights of victims of sexual assault and harassment.The previous policy was actually two policies: one for sexual assault and one for sexual harassment. “[It] was based on Wisconsin law,” says Williams, “and had a lot of technical legal distinctions … that were not really germane to what we were con-cerned with.” Since Title IX, the federal education gender equity law to which university poli-cies must adhere, is a civil rights law rather than a criminal law, the changes were made to bet-ter reflect this distinction and the university’s mission to pro-vide a safe environment for stu-dents. The new policy, Williams states, is based on the model pol-icy from the Association of Title IX Administrators (ATIXA) with Lawrence-specific procedures and language built into it.The new policy has consoli-dated sexual assault and sexual harassment into one policy. It is written in  more simple lan-guage and better conforms to the requirements of the Department of Education Office of Civil Rights. It includes an expanded definition of consent, stating that “Consent may be given by word or action, but it must be clear, freely given, and evident throughout a sexual encounter, and it can be revoked at any time.” The definition goes on to further specify what is not consent, and that any sexual activ-ity that is engaged in without con-sent is in violation of the policy. The new policy also redefines specific acts of sexual assault and harassment. In the previous poli-cy, sexual assault was categorized by degree of the offense, which was in reference to Wisconsin 
legal definitions. These catego-ries are now defined in plain language as sexual harassment, non-consensual sexual contact, non-consensual sexual inter-course and sexual exploitation. The definition of each is provided, along with expanded definitions of sexual contact and intercourse that include forms of both that are separate from vaginal pen-etration. Another major change to the policy is an expansion of the por-tion that deals with reporting inci-dents of alleged sexual assault and harassment. The policy enumer-ates what resources both on- and off-campus are available to stu-dents, which of those resources are confidential and which uni-versity employees are considered “Responsible Employees” whom victims can confide in and trust to refer them to campus resources. While the investigation and sanc-tioning portions of the policy have not experienced any major chang-es, those policies, in keeping with the theme of the policy changes, have been streamlined and made easier to understand.In addition to the policy changes, students and campus administrators have been work-ing on initiatives focused on the campus environment and culture. The administrative panel formerly known as SHARB has changed its name to SHARE to emphasize the body’s primary role as a resource for education over its secondary disciplinary role suggested by other “boards” like the Judicial Board and Honor Council. Health Services, led by Associate Dean of Students for Health and Wellness and Director of Counseling Services Scott Radtke, is working on the develop-ment of a mobile web application to provide students with immedi-ate, mobile access to resources for victims of sexual and harassment. The Student Alliance Against Sexual Assault and Harassment, (SAASHA) originally an LUCC task force, is now a standing LUCC committee. Several male stu-dents have also gotten together to form a group for men that fight to change the culture surrounding sexual assault and harassment on campus, called Men Against Rape and Sexual Assault (MARS).
Marcus Campbell
Staff Writer
__________________________________
Students question rising prices and 
new policies concerning campus meals
Over 40 students, along with members of faculty and staff, attended the Lawrence University Community Council (LUCC) General Council meeting last Monday, Sept. 21. They were there to voice concern over changes to the Bon Appétit meal plan policies and pricing of food that occurred over the summer.When the floor was opened for community concerns, Seniors Tahnee Marquardt, Michelle Ning and Mackenzie Nolan presented 
the issues that had arisen because of the changes to Bon Appétit and Warch Campus Center food poli-cies. Junior Joe Krivit, who also helped compile information for presentation before LUCC, was not present.Marquardt, Ning and Nolan opened by presenting members of LUCC with a petition they had been presenting to students in the Andrew Commons dining area since Saturday night. “So far we have gathered around 700 plus signatures, which underlines that the following concerns are rep-resentative of the majority of the 
student body,” said Ning.Ning emphasized that she and her fellow students were not raising these concerns in order to start conflict with Bon Appétit, but in attempt to better work togeth-er. The increase in prices was the primary concern Ning raised, cit-ing the 150 dollar increase in meal plan cost that occurred since last year, and examples of food items in Kaplan’s Café and Kate’s Corner Store that had risen in price. Concern was also raised over new policies about the clamshell 
Noah Gunther
News Editor
_____________________________________
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President Burstein urges open discussion 
in annual matriculation convocation
Stolen mural returns 
to the Viking Room
In the Lawrence Memorial Chapel on Thursday, Sept. 17, the annual Matriculation Convocation was held from 11:10 a.m. to 12:20 p.m. The 16th president of Lawrence University, Mark Burstein, was the featured speak-er at the event. His speech was titled “For Mature Audiences Only: A Liberal Arts Education.” The Matriculation Convocation is part of the Convocation Series which brings notable speakers onto campus to present on relevant and impor-tant issues. The Matriculation Convocation marks the beginning of the academic year, this year being the Lawrence University’s 167th academic year.President Burstein’s speech centered on the issue of political correctness and self-censorship in education facilities. The speech integrated articles on recent events, thoughts from prominent figures, and references to topics on campus. He voiced concerns about censorship in educational environments restricting the abil-ity to engage with uncomfort-able topics and understand such topics through conversation. He also stressed the need to balance encouragement in discussion with a welcoming environment.Senior Cora Williams said, “My initial thoughts [on the speech] are that the subject…was very similar to what he [Burstein] talked about last year about let-ting opposing viewpoints in, but then the further he went on, I real-ized that he was elaborating on what he talked about last year…it 
seems to be a common theme that he really wants us to work on, spe-cifically not only letting in oppos-ing viewpoints, but making sure that sometimes if you have the opposing viewpoint to feel com-fortable being able to say it and not feel like you are held back.”The theme of encourag-ing discussion was a key point in the President’s speech. Junior Sierra Parker remarked, “We shouldn’t pretend that we are all of one mindset.” Freshman Celine Stichert spoke about how the speech made her more aware of the variety of experiences on cam-pus. Stichert remarked, “In CORE we were talking about identity and the first thing they had us do was go around and say if we pre-fer to be called he, she or they, and that’s something I would never have thought about.”President Burstein also refer-enced “Fun Home,” a book that is part of the Freshman Studies cur-riculum, as an example of a piece of literature that is not allowed to be discussed on all campuses. Stichert noted that the speech highlighted roadblocks to learn-ing in reference to banned books. Stichert said, “I kind of hope that we discuss some of what he was saying when we get to [Fun Home].”Junior Elisabeth Burmeister said, “When I read that ‘Fun Home’ wasn’t allowed in different colleg-es, it reminded me of ‘Fahrenheit 451’…that’s not the world we live in. It’s much more open and free, and books shouldn’t be banned from classes just because it offends somebody.”The importance of dialog in a classroom extended beyond class-room literature. Williams said, “I 
do think that it would be interest-ing to talk about the trigger warn-ings in the classroom setting…the thought of professors having to really watch what they say and be careful not to offend someone in their class. I think that’s a really interesting concept that I think would be a good discussion to have in classrooms.”President Burstein’s speech encouraged students to contin-ue the conversation on self-cen-sorship and micro-aggressions. Williams said, “I think that the whole micro-aggression discus-sion is something that, it is coming up in conversation.” The speech also raised the question of sepa-rating the idea of uncomfortable dialog from a hostile environment. Sophomore Ethan Gniot remarked that “Controversy is different than malice…if someone has a dissent-ing view that does not match up with yours that’s an opportunity for you to learn how to defend your point of view if you can’t then reevaluate why you can’t.” As the academic year begins, the Matriculation Convocation set the stage for further discus-sion throughout the year. Parker said, “I feel like there might be some strong reactions to this convocation in particular and I can see them maybe holding a forum.” Williams said, “I hope that it’s something that will be a big-ger picture sort of thing…I don’t expect to see things immediately, but I was really glad that every-one that I talked with who went seemed to really internalize what he was saying and were excited about what it meant for our cam-pus.”
Hannah Kinzer
Staff Writer
____________________________________
A Lawrence University relic has recently resurfaced. Pieces of a mural that sat behind the card-er’s table, stolen from the Viking Room (VR) on February 15, 1977, were mysteriously found in an Appleton garage. The reemergence of this once sentimental favorite is as mysteri-ous as the original disappearance. News of the stolen mural was met with a ransom note, outlining a variety of demands including: 25,000 A’s and “five nights of hard drinking” sentenced to those who work more than twenty hours a week.”Many theories originally sur-rounded the theft. All were dis-proved when the alleged thieves wrote an anonymous Lawrentian article stressing that the mural was stolen simply because “this campus is too damn dead.”While this piece was once referred to as “the darling of Lawrence,” time really seems to heal all wounds. After over thirty years of loss, current Lawrentians know little about the scandal.  “I don’t see it as a victory because I never saw it as a loss,” said senior Zach Martin, one of 
the managers of the VR, who was born almost twenty years after the mural was stolen. Despite this, Martin is able to appreciate the significance of the VR. “One of the coolest things about the VR is that it doesn’t really change, which connects past and present students,” Martin said.While the bar is still here, a lot of past policies are not in place. In the seventies and eight-ies, pitchers were given out for free and bartenders didn’t charge their friends, resulting in signifi-cant financial loss. After new man-agement took over, the VR suf-fered a loss in patronage. “Lawrence has kept it going in hopes of offering a safer alter-native to the bars on College Avenue. Now new management like Kevin and Jason have put in a lot of hard work to make it a more sustainable business, making stu-dents want to come. I think it is a great investment,” emphasized Martin. With this, Martin hopes to reclaim the bar’s stolen art. “While I don’t feel a personal huzzah, if we get the pieces of the mural back we would definitely put them back up. It is like history returning,” stressed Martin.
Tina Czaplinska
Staff Writer 
____________________________________
Campus Food
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Education
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President Mark Burstein delivers the 2015 matriculation convocation.
Photo  courtesy of Lawrence University
during which they will student-teach and have the opportunity to take courses and seminars from master veteran teachers. The duration of student-teaching sets this program apart from Lawrence's other teacher certi-fication programs, where candi-dates student teach for a semester rather than a full year. Though 
specific schools have not been selected as student-teaching sites, Burdick-Shepherd says that the department is currently working to “solidify partnerships” with several sites in the Appleton Area School District.  Since early elementary cer-tification requires no discipline specialization, the program will be open to students of all majors in both the college and the conserva-tory; and as the two new courses required for early elementary cer-
tification will be offered this win-ter and spring, interested juniors and seniors could potentially be prepared to student-teach when the program has its first cohort next fall. Burdick-Shepherd encourages “any Lawrence stu-dent considering working with children in any capacity“ to con-sider the program, as “an early elementary certification is a really powerful door-opener in our soci-ety.”
containers that students can pur-chase in order to take food out of Andrew Commons. In previ-ous years, it had been possible to leave the commons with a plate of food or a mug of coffee, even a slice of pizza held in hand. Now, in order to leave the dining area with food, a customer must either use a clamshell container, the cost of which is independent of any food eaten inside of the com-mons—if one wishes to eat a meal and use a clamshell container to take out food, one must pay for two meals—or limit their food-in-tow to either a single piece of hand fruit, a single cone of ice cream, or a single dessert cookie or bar, accompanied by no dishes or silverware.Marquardt, Ning and Nolan pointed out vari-ous reasons this system limits students’ ability to eat a full three meals a day, citing primarily limits imposed by the meal plan options. To demonstrate, Ning divided the all culinary cash meal plan by the number of days in a term. “ … the all culinary cash [meal plan] … is around $1,114, divided by the 73 days we are here; the 70 days we are here studying and the 3 days for finals, we average at being able to spend around $15.30 a day. And while that may seems to be quite an amount of money off campus,” said Ning, the price of items in the café and the corner store signifi-cantly limit student’s ability to get all the food they need.Julie Severance, Bon Appétit General Manager at Lawrence, responded that Lawrence sets these prices and meal plan 
options. Warch Campus Center Director Greg Griffin explained “Lawrence’s finance department sets a rate for board … this year, of your $1600 [for board], $508 goes to Lawrence University, [not to] Bon Appétit.” Griffin went on to explain that Bon Appétit can only charge Lawrence a “2.1 per-cent increase” in cost based on inflation in the cost of food in the United States.Ning and Marquardt both expressed that they were happy that representatives from Bon Appétit were present at the meet-ing to answer their questions, although Marquardt was disap-pointed in some of the answers they received. “We expected, of course, that no immediate solu-tion would be reached. On the other hand, we also did not get many clear answers to our direct questions from the side of Lawrence and Bon Appétit, which is less than we had hoped for,” stated Marquardt. “I want future fresh-men to come here and love this university as much as I do. I do not want them to worry about food or similar things that we are fortu-nate enough to call fundamental living standards in our society.”Severance encouraged stu-dents to use comment cards to communicate directly with Bon Appétit, and stated that she is “committed to further open dialogue.” “We will continue to discuss the container policy at Student Welfare Committee and will hopefully come up with a pol-icy that everyone can champion,” she concluded.
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Dear Students,I hope you have all had a lovely summer break. While you are getting settled in and finaliz-ing your class schedules, I want to point out a few topics of interest. Nothing to be concerned about, though, this e-mail is completely normal, and we send out a notice like this after students have returned every year.Over the first two weeks of class, we have had an extensive outbreak of food poisoning. (Note to freshman: this is not a prob-lem that we have to note every year). Our lovely workers at “Good Eats” are looking into it, but they believe that the fruits and vege-tables in question may have come from our own campus garden. Since we receive so many of our products from other local sources, however, we have been unable to verify this information for sure. Once this has been confirmed, we will contact you to inform you of the source.  The contaminated food has resulted in many students tossing their cookies—literally and figu-ratively. I will spare you the gory details about the figurative cookie tossing. However, even in a sup-posed professional e-mail, the lit-eral tossing of cookies is too good of a story not to share. There have been numerous, unprecedented uproars in the Cafeteria in the past 
week. Students have been stuff-ing as many cookies as they can into their sweatshirts, and when asked to only take one, they have displayed an astonishing lack of control, hurling the cookies across the Cafeteria at each other while making monkey noises. Students, I should not need to remind you that monkey noises and food fighting are utterly inappropriate behaviors in public!In addition to the cookie-throwing, there have been mul-tiple other food-fighting incidents this week. The most graphic of these occurrences being an ice-cream fight that resulted in one student picking up and dunking the other student into a vat of ice-cream. I do not think “Good Eats” will be providing ice cream again anytime soon. … In combination with the projectile vomiting, these outbursts have created quite the job for our lovely custodians. Please be aware that this is not the type of vision we have for our dining services at “Good Eats.” We wish to present to you the most satisfying dining experience as possible with a well-balanced diet that does not result in food waste and personal injury.As we receive more informa-tion about the food poisoning out-break, we will update you with any information we have, and we are investigating vigorously. This 
problem will be butter before you know it! Before long, “Good Eats” will be eggs-actly as it was before and the safe-to-eat food will lettuce all move on! You may think that this is something that is nacho problem, but the dining services affect everyone, since, we all eat there. Feel free to e-mail me if you would like to taco ‘bout it!Carry on with your work,Yolanda CarrotDean of Campus Dining
Contamination
Mass Outbreak
Fiona Masterton
For The Lawrentian
_____________________________________________
oped idea, go see your profes-sor during office hours and talk it through. A paper based on an interesting idea that you are pas-sionate about and are going to have a fun time writing is going to be a lot better than a paper on a super boring topic you don’t care about at all. Not only is it going to be a better paper, it’s going to be a lot easier to write. These are the three basic components to Freshman Studies, and they are essential things to focus on in order to succeed. First of all, do the reading. It’s tempting not to—I know. But life will be so much easier if you 
do! You will have an easier time participating in class discussions, and supporting your arguments in papers will involve a lot less hassle if you are already famil-iar with the work you are talking about. Also, the works assigned to be read in Freshman Studies are genuinely interesting. Secondly, participate in class discussions. If you have social anxiety this can be hard to start, and if that’s the case you should talk to your professor so that they understand that that’s why you might not be speaking up in class. If you don’t have social anxiety but you just don’t know what to 
say, just try speaking your mind. There are more organized ways you can go about it (I mentioned some earlier), but just start by saying what’s on your mind dur-ing discussion. Chances are that you have a perspective that others haven’t thought of. Finally, write interesting papers. That’s easier said than done, but it can be done. The key to that is being invested in what you’re writing. Pick a good topic, run with it, write your little heart out, and you will have a good paper to turn in to your professor. Good Luck!-Fiona
This serial story is a col-
laboration between the 
members of Lawrence 
University’s Creative 
Writing Club. This week’s 
installation is written by 
Jessica Morgan.
Trial by Freshman Studies
QUESTION 
MARK
Freshman Studies is one of the most distinguishing features of a Lawrence education. It ties together Lawrentians across the genera-tions, and gives us a common language throughout our four years on campus, regardless of which side of College Avenue we spend most of our time. Just last week while out to dinner with three other Lawrence graduates, there was a Faulknerian reference—and only one of the group was an English major.  I love that we now cap the Lawrence education with the Senior Experience, an ideal bookend to the Freshman Studies foundation.  -  Written by Dave Blowers, 
Vice-Chair of the Board of Trustees
Dear Fiona,Ok, so we’ve been doing Freshman Studies for about a week and a half, and I don’t feel like I’m doing well. The profes-sor hasn’t said anything, but I can just tell. I’m about to turn in my first paper, and I’m really worried that it won’t be up to snuff. What can I do to succeed in Freshman Studies and make the most of this Lawrence tradition?-Failing Freshman
Dear Failing Freshman,Well firstly, you’re not failing. You are going to do fine. To begin with, make sure you’re doing the reading. After that, the best thing you can do if you’re worried about doing well is to talk to your pro-fessor. If you’re super shy and you don’t want to go to their office hours—you should probably try to get over that—the next best 
thing you can do is to start talk-ing in class. Freshman Studies is a discussion-based class, so discuss stuff! If you’re nervous speaking in front of people, write down some questions while you’re read-ing to use in class. If not, just say out loud those weird thoughts that pop into your head during class. Whatever you gotta do, start talking in class!Now on to the papers. This is a little trickier. I guess the first thing is that the key to a good Freshman Studies paper is a good topic. Your professor will usually give you some topics to choose from, but they will probably be really vague. It is actually helpful that they’re vague, because then it’s easier to tailor them to what you are interested in. It’s impor-tant to choose a topic that is actu-ally interesting to you, not one that seems easy or simple. These professors have to read so many papers that you should do what you can to stand out. Even if it’s not a fully devel-
What is the lasting value of Freshman Studies to Lawrentians? 
Freshman Studies gives a variety of experiences to students, but is 
there one that you believe is particularly essential?
by Willa Johnson
The Lawrentian would like to correct the mis-attribution of the article “Jazzin’ it Up” on page 6 of the Welcome Week issue. The article was in fact written by staff writer Izzy Yellen.
Photos in the Welcome Week issue wereprovided by Rose Nelson and Billy Liu.
Graphic artwork was created by Willa Johnson.
Laura Udelson is The Lawrentian’s newassociate news editor, and Anh Ta is our associate copy editor.
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L E T ’ S  G O,  V I K I N G S !
LU Volleyball struggles with early-season injuries
Freshman Sportlight Taylor Reifert - Soccer
Cross country women leads the pack at season’s start
The future is bright for Lawrence Cross Country. After a team victory last Saturday at Concordia University, where all of Lawrence’s top five run-ners placed in top 20 finishers, the women’s team edged its way into becoming a Top-10 Midwest Region ranked team and joined the list of renowned programs such as Washington University in St. Louis, North Central and Wheaton College. The men’s team also competed at Concordia and finished fifth out of thirteen teams. 
Concordia’s course along the shores of Lake Michigan proved to be the perfect setting for the Vikings to show what they are capable of. “This is a meet that we all look forward to,” said senior Clare Bruning. “We are coming off of some hard weeks of practice, and we are excited to get back into the season.” Bruning went on to take 2nd in the six-kilometer race with a time of 23:44, fol-lowed closely by sophomore Erin Schrobilgen in fifth with a time of 24:28.The key to the women’s team victory was excellent pack running with Bruning and Schrobilgen leading the race together in the first mile and a very tight spread between the other Viking top five 
finishers. In a meet of over 70 runners, five top 20 finishers is certainly no small feat. By beating number eight ranked UW- Steven’s Point, Lawrence surged ahead to number 10 in the Midwest Region rankings, arguably one of the most competitive regions in the nation.The men’s team also finished towards the top of a very competi-tive field in the eight-kilometer race. The men were led by fresh-men Josh Janusiak in 9th with a time of 27:13 and Ben Schaefer in 25th at 28:18. The men ran well; however, they are expected to out-do their performance next week with the return of junior standout Max Edwards who did not race last weekend. Looking ahead, the Lawrence 
Cross Country team continues to work hard in practice, to push their abilities to the limit. After a high mileage and endurance-testing summer, the team is now gearing their workouts to transfer their superior endurance to speed for their six and eight kilometer races. The Vikings also keep a tight camaraderie with one anoth-er when not running. “We bond outside of practice together,” said Bruning. “This translates to the course where we can push each other to go even faster.” Another key component to a successful season for the Vikings will be the development of the freshmen. The team welcomes four freshman men and four women who have the challenge of 
adjusting to longer races and the college level competition. With freshmen runners Janusiak and Schaefer, as well as Mayan Essak and Sierra Polzin, already finish-ing in the Viking top five, this development seems to be right on track.The Vikings have set the bar high for themselves this season. As their hard work during pre-season workouts becomes appar-ent through their results on the course, a top conference finish at the end of the season is cer-tainly not out of the question. “I don’t want to speak too soon,” said Bruning, “but we will be a force to be reckoned with.”
The Lawrence University vol-leyball team, plagued by injuries and nonstop grueling competition, aims to get off a nine-game losing streak as conference play begins this week. A series of high-caliber tournaments kept the Lady Vikes on their toes for the entire month of Sept., but it is time to begin the regular season with steady focus.“Pre-season is always really difficult. We have played teams that are ranked amongst the top 25 in the nation,” explained sophomore Colleen Nowlan, naming teams such as Elmhurst, Whitewater and Edgewood. “It has been challenging, but we go back to basics and the basic drive to win. A lot of what we have to do is just to create the intensity on the court to carry us through the regular season.”On Sept. 1, Lawrence trav-eled to Milwaukee School of Engineering (MSOE) to take on 
the Raiders as well as Wisconsin Lutheran College in a tough dou-ble dual right off the bat. The Vikings fell to both opponents as they were still recovering from pre-season camp’s demanding training program.At times, that program led to aches and pains as well as more serious injuries on the team. “I sprained my ankle during camp week. I was out for a while because we thought I might have fractured it,” said Nowlan. “Some freshmen came in with injuries from the past, and with multiple twice-a-days and the intense prac-tices, they kind of worsened. That escalated to people sitting out. For our seniors I think it is just wear and tear on their bodies. We do a lot of hard workouts. We lift, prac-tice twice a day and run a lot. It just added up, and a lot of us were not expecting that. It knocked us all out.”Just days after the MSOE Double Dual, LU traveled to Elmhurst College in Illinois for a two-day invitational. In atten-dance were St. Mary’s College of Indiana, North Park University of 
Illinois and Fontbonne University of Missouri, along with the host team. This tournament offered a unique opportunity to play chal-lenging, out-of-state teams that the Vikings do not normally see. Lawrence returned to Appleton at the end of the weekend with a 3-1 record, defeating Fontbonne 3-1 in the final game of the invi-tational.The volleyball team’s home opener against Marian College on Sept. 9 was hard-fought and excit-ing to watch, but the Vikings fell 3-1, the score of the final set a close 25-23.Following their first home game, the Lady Vikes’ pre-season was made up of more competi-tion against many elite opponents such as St. Olaf, UW-Stevens Point and Edgewood College. “During those pre-season games we did a lot of individu-al work for those that were in,” says Nowlan. “Hitting, getting the footwork down to maybe pre-vent some injuries. By Friday, just about everyone was back. Our coach has lessened some of it. We do not do stairs anymore. In 
games, he will throw someone else in to give someone a break. We are going into conference com-petition now so we want to make sure our lineup is steady.”That lineup includes a nota-bly young and talented team. Viking volleyball has no juniors this year and only two seniors. Unfortunately that senior leader-ship has been limited on the court due to injuries. Senior Terese Swords has been dealing with a shoulder injury, but the team is optimistic that she will recover quickly enough to play the sec-ond half of the season. The other senior, Megan Conley, is currently waiting to hear details on a hip injury which could be long-term or could have a quick turnover and have her back on the court playing as needed. Freshman Nicole Witmer, who has been doing rehab for an Achilles injury, returned to practice just in time for the regular season.“Our young team is going really well, figuring out team chemistry,” revealed Nowlan. “Off the court, we’re really close. We’re all very comfortable with each 
other and joke around a lot. We’re all supportive of each other on the court. There’s really not a lot of underlying competition. We want everyone to succeed.”On Wednesday, Sept. 23, the Vikings hosted Carroll University, whose 3-10 record going into con-ference competition was within reach of Lawrence’s tough 1-14 record. The Pioneers played some comparable pre-season games, losing to similar teams like Wisconsin Lutheran, MSOE, UW-Oshkosh and Elmhurst, along with some other challenging opponents such as UW-Eau Claire, UW-Platteville and Carthage College.Two more home games will give Lawrence an opportunity to gain some momentum for the con-ference season. On Friday, Sept. 25, Grinnell College will chal-lenge the Vikings at Alexander Gymnasium, and Saturday, Sept. 26, is Family Day, when Cornell College comes to Appleton to take on the Lady Vikes.
Taylor Reifert is a freshman on 
the men’s soccer team.  Playing at 
midfield, he has participated in all six 
of the Vikings’ games thus far.
Where are you from?  What drew 
you to Lawrence?I am from Chicago, Ill..  The sense of community on campus is what drew me here.  I felt the most at home here.
How did you start playing soccer? 
What do you like most about it?My mother is a college soccer coach at the University of Chicago, so it’s in my blood.  I enjoy scoring goals and celebrating with my team the 
most.  There’s nothing like that rush.
Given your skillset, what do you 
hope to bring to the team this year?I hope to bring good distribution from the midfield.  It will allow us to better start our attack.
What’s one thing you’re really 
looking forward to this year?Becoming a part of MARS (Men Against Rape and Sexual Assault). It’s something that a lot of guys are involved with. I also think that the issue is something super-important, and it does not really get discussed enough.
What has your athletic career 
here at Lawrence taught you about 
being academically successful as 
well?
Constantly having practice helps you learn to have a schedule.  It helps to make sure I am getting everything done.  
How have your teammates helped 
you transition into the life of a col-
legiate student-athlete?I would say that it was nice to know how everything worked before everybody else got here, such as how to use campus resources, […] how to ask if I need help in classes,  or to make sure I am getting my work done. My teammates helped out a lot.
If you had a class with a celeb-
rity this term, who would it be and 
why?Probably Donald Trump.  I think he’s crazy, and I want to know what is going on in his head.
Brady Busha
 Staff Writer
_________________________________________
 Clare Bruning
  Staff Writer
_____________________
   Matt Geleske
    Staff Writer
_____________________
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STANDINGS
Photo by Emei Thompson
Colt Duncan - Football
Athlete of the Week
by Gabriel Armistead Chapman
   CJ Revis
    Staff Writer
________________________
Statistics are courtesy of 
www.midwestconference.org
Sept. 23, 2015
FOOTBALL
TEAM MWC OVR
North 
Beloit   1-0  2-1 
St. Norbert 0-0  2-0 
Carroll   0-0  1-1 
Ripon   0-0  1-1 
Macalester   0-0  0-2 
Lawrence   0-1  1-2 
South 
 Cornell   0-0  1-1 
Illinois   0-0  1-1 
Knox  0-0  1-1 
Monmouth   0-0  1-1 
Grinnell   0-0  0-2 
Lake Forest   0-0  0-2 
WOMEN’S TENNIS
TEAM MWC OVR
St. Norbert   5-0  7-2 
Grinnell  4-0  5-2 
Lake Forest   6-1  8-1 
Carroll   5-1  9-2 
Cornell   3-1  4-4 
Lawrence  2-3  5-5 
Monmouth   2-4  2-7 
Beloit   2-5  3-8 
Illinois   1-5  2-6 
Knox   1-6  1-10 
Ripon   0-5  2-8 
WOMEN’S SOCCER
TEAM MWC OVR
Knox   1-0-1  7-1-1 
St. Norbert   1-0  4-2 
Carroll   1-0  4-2-1 
Lake Forest  1-0  4-2-1 
Monmouth  1-0  2-6 
Ripon   1-1  4-3-1 
Illinois   0-0-1  3-4-1 
Lawrence   0-1  4-3 
Grinnell   0-1  2-5 
Cornell  0-1  1-5 
Beloit   0-2  3-4 
FIFA World Cup increases popularity of women’s soccer
Women’s Tennis 
The women’s tennis team is 
building toward the Midwest 
Conference Championships on 
Oct. 17. They are 2-3 in confer-
ence play and 5-5 overall. 
This week, I sat down with 
senior linebacker Colt Duncan 
of the Lawrence Football team. 
Duncan received the Midwest 
Conference’s (MWC) Performer 
of the Week Award for his domi-
nant performance in the Vikings 
victory over Maranatha Baptist 
with eight tackles, two and a half 
sacks, a fumble recovery and a 
blocked field goal.
Gabe Chapman: Congratulations on the MWC Performer of the Week Award.  That was a pretty 
impressive stat line you put up in that game.  Between the tackles, sacks and special teams work which are you most proud of?
Colt Duncan: Probably the sacks. We’ve been really working with a new defensive line coach this year – Coach Cunningham from Eastern Kentucky College – who has had an all-conference player every single year he has coached. I am most proud of the sacks because we have three guys who have never really played defen-sive line this year and the sack 
is basically showing that we fin-ished the play.  We have not had many sacks in years past, and that was something that we real-ly wanted to improve on.   The sack is not even for myself; it is just showing that our defensive line is improving, so I am proud about that.
GC: How does it feel to be the first defensive position player at Lawrence to win the award since 2013?
CD: Yeah, the last one was Andy Paider who coached here last year, so it was cool it get [the award] this year.  I was really happy, excited and surprised because Lawrence does not win too many awards like that –- especially for football.  I was proud, but I could not have done it without the other guys on my team.
GC: How do you plan on building on this early success?
CD: Just keep doing what the coach says and what we have been working on since [train-ing] camp.  It makes me want to get another one.  It’s not the last thing that going to happen.
GC: What do you think of the new Roberts Field at the Banta Bowl?
CD: The new field is great.  We already had the Seattle Seahawks come out which was cool.  It is good for everybody; we are getting some bigger names out here and putting Lawrence in the spotlight.  Hopefully that will be a big draw for recruiting because 
Lawrence doesn’t have the best sports reputation. But we are trying to change that, and I think the Banta Bowl project was a big step forward—not just for us to play on it, but for players in the future to look forward to.
GC: As a senior linebacker, what personal goals do you have for the rest of the season, and what advice would you give to young-er teammates in your position?
CD: I really never try to set per-sonal goals for football.  I just try to go out there and have fun.  I still get to play sports in college, and I did not even think I would get to do that in high school.  So really it is just having fun, mak-ing sure all my teammates are safe and giving my best effort. I am not a very outspoken guy on the field, but I try to lead by example doing the best I can. Because I have had a different coach and defense every year, the biggest thing to tell a fresh-man football player who looks at Division I coaching with great program history is that the most important thing is making that bond with your teammates first. We are a smaller school and only have 40 guys playing instead of 90. So the biggest thing is to get your playbook and get with your teammates and make that bond first because we might have coaches every year coming in and out – that’s just the nature of Division III football. I believe the coaches we have now are going to get us back on the right track.
This summer, soccer fans turned their attention to Canada for the FIFA Women’s World Cup. The United States team went in determined to take back the tro-phy that had eluded them since the famous 1999 World Cup, the one that provided a boom in participation in women’s soccer around the nation. This team was also particularly motivated given 
their extremely close loss in the 2011 World Cup final that fea-tured many of the same players. Although they won gold in the 2012 Olympics, clearly, the main goal was always to take home the World Cup.The team went on to domi-nate the World Cup. They would take on Japan in the finals and put on an offensive show by scoring four goals in the first 16 minutes, three of which came from Carli Lloyd. They went onto win the match 5-2.The Women’s World Cup this year reached unprecedented 
levels of popularity for soccer in America. It shattered previous soccer viewing records with over 20 million viewers. It was easily the most popular sporting event of the summer, beating both the NBA Finals as well as the NHL Stanley Cup in viewership. These num-bers show that soccer can be a major draw in the U.S. The results are also promising for those look-ing to take women’s professional soccer to the next level. Participation in women’s soc-cer has seen a huge, but steady, rise since the 1999 Women’s World Cup. The challenge now is 
to translate this increase in pop-ularity into a successful profes-sional league. Women’s soccer has struggled to do this in the past, such as Women’s Professional Soccer, which failed mainly due to internal problems with the orga-nization more than viewership. However, the National Women’s Soccer League (NWSL), founded in 2012, has so far succeeded with getting exposure through deals with Fox Sports and ESPN. The league currently has nine teams and has garnered enough interest from several sources to expand the league even more. There is no 
doubt that the league will benefit from the World Cup as many of the U.S. stars like Alex Morgan, Carli Lloyd and Hope Solo also play in this league. After this sum-mer, many fans are realizing that they can watch the stars of the U.S. national team in their home city. It is important not to judge the popularity of the league by the standards of the biggest sports leagues, given that all of them were founded prior to 1947. The NWSL has already outperformed all of its predecessors and, judg-ing by the popularity of this year’s World Cup, will continue to grow. 
Photo provided by Paul Wilke
Sports
in photos
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This Sept. marks the official launch of the long-awaited Sexual Harassment and Assault Resources and Education applica-tion, or SHARE app. The SHARE app aims to reach out and raise awareness in the Lawrence community about the issue, as well as to keep helpful information and important contacts at the fingertips of any Lawrentian in need.The SHARE app includes contact infor-mation for the campus security, educational materials, and safety and medical resources for anyone seeking help. Besides impor-tant phone numbers that users can dial within the app, the app also contains infor-mation on Lawrence’s policies and proce-dures; local and student organizations; and options to report, just to name a few. The project was spearheaded by Counselor in Residency Andy Gunther-Pal and Associate Dean of Students for Health and Wellness Scott Radtke as  part of a larg-er effort to address concerns about sexual misconduct at Lawrence. 
In February of 2015, Gunther-Pal came across a similar concept at Amherst College and thought it would be “a great tool for students to access information in case of sexual assault or sexual misconduct.” She brought it up to Radtke and enlisted the help of the Office of Student Affairs and Information Technology. Over the summer, the app was tested by a student focus group of 15 which gave constructive feedback for further development.Though the app has been launched, the project is not over. The student focus group made many suggestions, such as how to make it more user-friendly, add calling functions and include a GPS locating sys-tem. However, as Radtke noted, “[We] will always be in the process of fine-tuning it.”In an attempt to reach out to every Lawrentian in need, Radtke mentioned that they intend to expand it to Bjorklunden, as well as the satellite campus at the London Centre.“We want to continue to identify resources in the community,” said Radtke. “For example, we began to think about where the students might be. If a sex-ual assault happens in Bjorklunden for 
instance, we want to identify resources in Door County. If something happens at the London Centre, we want to find local resources there as well.”According to Radtke, members of the Student Alliance Against Sexual Harassment and Assault (SAASHA) are also helping with further testing and feedback, as well as spreading word of the app to as many Lawrentians as possible.The application is a timely addition to Lawrence’s existing resources and pro-cedures of handling sexual misconduct and reaching out to the community. It also responded to one of the most heated debates on campus last year about the need to improve the school administration’s poli-cies and procedures to ensure a safe space for all students. In a bigger context, the SHARE app fits neatly into a campus-wide atmosphere of change; besides SAASHA, other groups such as Men Against Rape and Sexual Assault (MARS) are opening up new discussions and promoting a deeper understanding of sexual misconduct-relat-ed issues.In light of this ongoing conversation that has already been started, a participant 
of the student focus group, senior Amaan Khan, stressed the importance of maintain-ing the momentum and communication about the app to the whole community.“[We] definitely need more commu-nication and dissemination of information about [the app],” said Khan. “People need to know about it and its necessity. One thing that came up during the focus group was how to let people know and encourage them to download it.”Khan noted that the effort so far has been far-reaching: the student leaders on campus such as Resident Life Advisors (RLAs), Welcome Week leaders and others have been spreading the words to the new freshman class.  Khan believed more could be done to reach out to upperclassmen, by presenting the app before classes and club meetings, “making it in person” to really create an impact.The application’s developers, Gunther-Pal and Radtke, also recognized the need for more communication. They are plan-ning for more presence on campus through posters, tabling and word of mouth, as a continual effort to remind students of this resource they have at their fingertips.
Anh Ta
Staff Writer
________________________________________________
SHARE app fully launched on campus, expansions planned
Signing up for Lawrence: the Activities Fair
Every year, hundreds of new freshmen and transfers experience the chaos that is the Lawrence activities fair for the first time. Being exposed to all of the options for clubs, organizations and intramurals at once can be incredibly overwhelming, and it is easy to sign up for everything that sounds interesting or intriguing. When some of this year’s freshmen were asked about what they were signing up for, it was clear that this atmosphere of uncertain optimism reflects the way that students approach their extracurricular activities for the upcoming term. Some freshmen, like Daniel Vaca, decided to be safe rather than sorry, signing up for more clubs than one student could realistically do, while being fully aware of that fact. “I signed up for twenty I guess,” said Vaca, “like the Food Recovery one, intramurals, VIVA, SLUG house. I don’t think I’m going to be able to do everything but I want to do as many as I can.” Miguelina Ortiz took a very compara-ble approach, stating, “I signed up for about twenty clubs, like intramurals, music club and sex education club. I think I’m going to do at least two or three.” Emily Midyette expressed a similar strategy, signing up for “too many clubs, probably like ten. I just did game club, SLUG and I’m really excited about the sexual health club. I’m definitely going to do something, like one of the ten things.”Others, like Sophia Gyarmathy, took a more moderate approach. “So far I’ve signed up for maybe four things,” Gyarmathy said, “and I’ve signed my roommate up for two because she’s in Bjork. Yeah I think [I’m going to do them], I’m kind of trying to limit myself because I don’t want to spread myself too thin. It’s all stuff that I kind of did in high school that I’d like to continue doing.” Kelci Page shared a similar assurance that she was going to participate in a lot of what she signed up for. “I signed up for a lot, [but I’m excited for] things like SAI, Rowing and intramurals. I do feel really optimis-tic about my opportunities this year,” said Page.Benjamin Carlick also kept his num-bers comparatively low, signing up for a “rough estimate around seven or eight. I’m probably not [going to do everything] right now, because I’m trying to prioritize and settle in and get used to work schedule and 
classes, but once I get set in I’ll do as many as I can.”As the term progresses, coursework will get harder and work schedules will truly begin, and many of these students will have to forgo participating in most of what they signed up for. But it will be interesting to see if the excitement that these freshmen felt about certain activities, whether they signed up for twenty or two, will actually lead to participation, and to compare which approach yields the best results. To see how the activities fair experience actually plays a part in the real world of Lawrence, we will be checking back in with these same students towards the end of the term to see if they actually ended up doing what looked appealing to them during their first week of college. 
Regan Martin
Staff Writer
___________________________
The Activities Fair represents a controlled chaos, the unmistak-
able sign of putting every single LU club in one room together.
Photos by Rose Nelson
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Recent events have caused students campus-wide to take action regarding cer-tain new dining policies at Lawrence that they feel are unfair. For some students on campus, their major food-related struggle is an older one: the struggle of staying properly nourished on a Lawrence meal plan while also following a restrictive diet. These restrictive diets can be due to religious or moral reasons, allergies and intolerances, or other less definable rea-sons.  For this article, a variety of students were asked about their experiences as veg-etarians, vegans, pesketarians, those who keep kosher, followers of halal diets, people with gluten intolerances and more.Each student reported unique experi-ences with dining services and there was a range of levels of satisfaction from people with differing kinds of restrictive diets. Zach Ben-Amots a senior who keeps Kosher reports that  “In general, I do feel satisfied with the dining services, despite several specific issues.” One of these issues is that he has never been informed about “whether or not Bon Appetit’s food is ‘offi-cially’ kosher food. So while I am able to satisfy my diet, more strictly kosher stu-dents would definitely have issues with the dining.” This is especially a concern with regard to kosher meat preparation.Senior Amaan Khan, who follows a Halal diet, which includes a specific butch-ering process of meat in accordance with Muslim practice, described his experi-ence with his restrictive diet at Lawrence. “Although they have other meats often enough, on some nights, there is barely anything substantial without some form of pork. On those nights, students like me—who do not eat pork for religious reasons—have an insufficient meal on a plan they are mandated to pay for. “In regard to the specific Halal butch-
ering, Khan said, “They are either forced to drastically change their diet or subdue their religious preferences. One of the chefs at Bon Appetit once mentioned to me that he would raise the issue with the manage-ment, but I am not aware of any changes regarding the matter.”Khan reports that the difficulty in get-ting access to Halal meat has caused great difficulty for many Muslim students on campus and that some have opted out of the meal plan in an effort to get access to all the nutrition they need. Executive Chef for Bon Appetit Alan Shook reports that Halal meat has been available upon request in the past and that he has not gotten any recent requests for it by current students. For many students interviewed, meat presents a different kind of problem. According to a 2012 study in the Vegetarian Times, 3.2 percent of  American adults fol-low a vegetarian-based diet with .5 of those 7.3 million people following a vegan diet. Another 10 percent follow a vegetarian-inclined diet.Based on interviews conducted for this article, this large number of people seems to be mirrored by Lawrence University. However, the exact number of vegetarians and vegans on campus is unknown with there being nothing, such as an all-campus survey, to determine the percentage of  peo-ple with dietary restrictions on campus so that any food offerings would be adjusted.  Senior Heidi Thiel reported, “As a vegetarian, one of the biggest problems I have eating here is that there aren’t enough protein options, and when there are, they are usually rather unappealing. In the Commons, tofu and beans are often available, but are also usually very under-cooked to the point that many students avoid them.”There is no specific training that exists for Bon Appetit chefs that addresses the quality of preparation of vegan and vegetar-
ian proteins. According to Shook, the main training regarding vegan and vegetarian protein has been an annual seminar given by Bon Appetit in Minneapolis that has a different topic each year. This seminar is attended by the executive chef, who then goes back to the university and informs the other chefs about what was learned. Other inspiration for dishes comes from reliance on old standards, testing of trends and exploration of the chef’s many cookbooks. The menu of each meal in Andrew Commons is considered in terms of a few different factors. The executive chef aims to balance each food station by including healthy options with less healthy options. Shook also makes sure that a full meal—vegetarian options included—is available at every station. Thiel also touched on a subject that was brought up by numerous other stu-dents, “I think we have a lot more vegetar-ian options than many other schools offer, and it is a pretty well-known restriction. However, understanding it isn’t the same as trying to eat by it.“While Bon Appetit has had vegetarian and vegan chefs in the past, according to Shook, there are currently  no chefs cooking in the Lawrence kitchen who eat by any of the restrictive diets discussed in this article.Junior Megan Davidson, also a veg-etarian with a pineapple allergy and lac-tose-intolerance and, reported that she has struggled to find satisfactory vegetarian protein options. “Sometimes the protein or rice contains pineapple, or is unappealing. In that case, I usually eat pasta and that does not fulfill my dietary needs.”Gluten-intolerance is another large restriction that has been more recently acknowledged to be a problem. Senior Jenni Sefcik spoke on her experience with the gluten free options and reported that, while she enjoyed some of the homemade 
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See page 11
Foraging in Wisconsin: 
Restrictive diets on campus
Rose Nelson
Features Editor
_______________________________________________
Photo and interview by  Laura Leppink
What do you think your 
shoes say about you? 
“I believe they say cool, com-
fortable and quietly confident.”
What's important about 
that?
“Though material objects can't 
define your self-confidence, 
I truly believe that doing and 
wearing certain things that 
make you feel good can give 
you the little boost of confi-
dence needed to get a job or 
a date. When I first saw these 
shoes online a couple years 
ago I fell in love with them, and 
slowly they've come to embody 
me. I'm literally comfortable 
in my own shoes, and that's 
allowed me to become the per-
son I want to be.”
Portraits of Lawrence 
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Ice crackled, car horns blared, fireflies flew and jellyfish danced during a deep listening concert by ethnomusicologists Tomie Hahn and Sean Williams on Thursday, Sept. 17, in the Esch Hurvis studio. Organized loosely over the course of three days during classroom sessions, late night rehearsals and early morning experimenta-tion, the six stories, called “mem-ory-scapes” by the performers, involved a dozen or so Lawrence students and faculty. Hahn and Williams envi-sioned the performance as an experience of “deep listening,” an act of unfiltered perception first explored by composer Pauline Oliveros in the 1950s. The story goes that Oliveros set a tape recorder on her window sill, lis-tening to her surroundings as the recorder preserved its mechani-cal, objective perspective. When she listened back to the tape, she was shocked at how much of her sonic environment her mind had filtered out. She had not listened deeply.Oliveros realized that she could, as a deep listener, take a more active role in compos-ing what she believed to be the “grand composition” around her. Her point was that we all are con-stantly surrounded by a sympho-ny of sorts; to create order from the chaotic sonic data constantly streaming into our ears, we sift out the vast majority of that vast composition. I took part in Hahn and Williams’ performance with the hope of listening deeply and col-
laborating in a really strange fashion. But at the performance—which I’ll just say I thought went fairly well—I found myself think-ing most about what my peers in the audience were thinking of me. This self-conscious line of thinking didn’t necessarily detract from my performance, but it felt strange and twisted nonetheless. Just as I had this moment to con-nect with my environment and explore my own artistry, I was vastly concerned with whether or not I seemed capital-c Cool. To me, this seems selfish. But I actually don’t think it’s simple enough to label this impulse as plain old selfishness, mostly because you could also find a way to describe deep listening as a selfish act. We can describe deep listen-ing as a selfless, transcendent act—an act of going beyond day-to-day sonic perception—or we can say thorough perception and sensation is evolutionary, animal-istic even. Even if we describe deep lis-tening as something that is beyond the animal, there’s still something selfish there. When Oliveros bemoans that she has missed out on parts of the grand composition, what she really wants is to get something aesthetic out of 100 percent of her sonic environment. Is she listening deeply or greedily? Is she an audiophillic version of Gordon Gekko? So it’s hard for me to say, “Well, Jon, it’s selfish to wonder whether or not you are cool while your fellow artists dance in shred-ded grocery bags to the gorgeous sounds of Dean of Conservatory Brian Pertl’s didgeridoo and Sam Genualdi’s ambient guitar.”I don’t think it’s as simple 
as cool-concern being selfish, as opposed to deep listening being selfless, brainy and fulfilling. I also can’t say for sure just how bad or un-bad that sort of self-conscious thought is. All I know is that while I pranced up and down the aisle masquerading as a reindeer during Tony Capparelli’s ‘14 “Eena”—a depiction of sleigh rides across frozen lakes under Norway’s northern lights—the thought of reputation that popped into my mind felt indisputably icky. Williams’ story, the final performance of the night, trans-ported us to an Indonesian rice field on a clear night alight with fireflies and stars. Traffic was all but silenced by the surrounding brush, replaced by incessant frogs, bugs and twinkling lights. The point of Williams’ piece—with its boomwhackers, Christmas lights, mirrors, aluminum foil and danc-ers—was a lonely feeling of float-ing through limitless space. I know from speaking to several audience members that Williams’ story was one of the evening’s highlights. A lot of this most likely came from an envelop-ing, overwhelming feeling, yet I wonder if there’s a certain aspect of total floating loneliness that can’t be captured in a crowded studio space. This isn’t to say that dozens and dozens of people enjoying a moving performance is a bad thing; all I mean is that my peers in the audience can’t remove themselves from the whole per-formance-experience equation, just as I certainly couldn’t remove them from mine.
See page 9
     Jon Hanrahan
      Staff Writer
___________________________
     Izzy Yellen
      Staff Writer
_________________________
Deep listening experiment enlightens Faculty presents a
re-imagined “Kind of Blue” 
Art is powerful. It has the power to start a conversation, to incite a movement, to change the world. These powerful messages manifest in a myriad of ways. On Friday, Sept. 18, two new exhibits concerning these themes of change and conversation were unveiled at the Wriston Art Center Galleries. In the Leech Gallery, the first and smallest gallery, a port-folio exchange entitled “Social In/Justice” is displayed. “Beauty and Terror, Compassion and Despair: The Collages of Miriam Beerman” is showcased in the Hoffmaster and Kohler Galleries, the two gal-leries furthest from the entrance. “Social In/Justice” consists of 15 print pieces from across the country, gathered through a portfolio exchange directed by Associate Professor of Art Benjamin D. Rinehart. A port-folio exchange requires a great deal of patience and hard work. A director or organizer, in this case Rinehart, provides a theme, dimensions and a deadline to a number of different artists.From there, “each artist that participates is going to create that number [the number participat-ing] of prints so that each partici-pant gets a copy of one another’s work,” Rinehart explained. “It’s a great way to collect artwork.”The theme of this portfolio exchange can be deduced fairly 
easily from the title: “Social In/Justice.” “A big impetus for this proj-ect is to try to start challenging conversations,” Rinehart said. He wished to provide a starting point for artists to exhibit and discuss their own struggles or injustices close to them.A few noted pieces include Rinehart’s linocut “God H8’s Gays,” which addresses the impor-tant social issue of gay rights. He is depicted as a nun, his father a priest. The social issue placed in the context of religious maltreat-ment addresses not only his per-sonal struggle with acceptance, but it also touches upon the larg-er issue of coexistence between the realms of homosexuality and Christianity.Another artist featured in the exchange also gave a few words about his piece, an archival pig-ment print, silkscreen and sten-cil named “The Future Is In Our Hands,” and his experience with statement art in general.Assistant Professor of Art at St. Norbert College in De Pere, WI, Brandon Bauer has “been work-ing with … social statements … in [his] work for a number of years.” His piece displayed portrays a march against nuclear war on the United Nations that took place in 1982, one of the biggest political demonstrations in American his-tory. Despite the size of the march, Bauer feels not much attention was drawn to the event. In high-lighting the march, he hopes to convey the importance of banding 
together for a cause.“When people get together, small acts can actually turn the tide of history,” Bauer said.As aforementioned, another show is on display containing the collages of Miriam Beerman, most of which are on loan from her son William Jaffe. Beerman’s works vary greatly in color and medium, but all her pieces have a simi-lar feel of madness due to their abstract, seemingly disjointed appearance.Most of Beerman’s works are named “Untitled,” giving free-dom to the onlooker to impress their experiences onto each and every piece. Even a series entitled “Fragments” does not give much insight into the artist’s intentions. Her pieces are full of poetry, book pages, fabric, sequins and even money, all of which become more apparent the more you search. Beerman’s art is powerful because of its uncertainty. Her work has the ability to start mean-ingful conversation and specula-tion. When an artist gives control to the critical viewer, meaning can be found in every inch of the piece.“Social In/Justice” and “The Collages of Miriam Beerman” will be on display at The Wriston Art Center until November 25. The galleries are open Tuesday to Friday, 10 a.m. to 4 p.m., and Saturday and Sunday from noon to 4 p.m. Visit the galleries alone for some introspective epiphanies or with friends to take part in some meaningful, possibly even world-changing, conversation.
“In/Justice” and Beerman open at Wriston
Lizzy Weekes
A&E Editor
_____________________
Book Review 
Daniel Clowes’ 
“Eightball”  
     Henry Dykstal
      Staff Writer
_________________________
Rarely can one attend a con-cert in which a group covers an entire album, but on Wednesday, Sept. 16, the Lawrence Jazz Faculty Quintet did just that, providing their interpretation of Miles Davis’s classic, “Kind of Blue.” With arrangements done by pianist and Lecturer of Music Bill Carrothers, and featuring saxo-phonist and Assistant Professor of Music and Director of Jazz Studies José Encarnación, cellist and Lecturer of Music Matt Turner, drummer  and Professor of Music Dane Richeson, and bassist and Associate Professor of Music Mark Urness, the concert was a beauti-ful, dreamy experience, pulling in the largest crowd to Harper Hall I have seen thus far.The concert, which began identically to the recording—which, if you haven’t yet heard, I urge you to listen to—quickly went in its own direction and became a collage of free sounds, swelling gradually with emotion. I enjoyed the whole concert, but I couldn’t stop smiling those first few minutes. Hearing this album come alive through these talented musicians was a spiritual expe-rience—this is an album I have listened to countless times since I was born and have studied intent-ly—and this concert evoked the same feelings as the album does.The blend of recreating “Kind of Blue” live and reimagining it was a perfect ratio. The album, which is one of the highest-sell-
ing and critically-acclaimed jazz albums of all time, is known note for note by many listeners and musicians. Its improvised solos are among the most dissected and analyzed of any jazz album. Therefore, when the members of the quintet threw in short snip-pets of quotes, a large percent of the audience recognized them, even when they were altered. This created a gripping effect of hear-ing the new with the old.This was not the Faculty Quintet playing Miles Davis like the Miles Davis Sextet, this was the Faculty Quintet playing Miles Davis like the Faculty Quintet. While outlining the changes, mel-odies and some licks, the Quintet was able to showcase their own voices and talents.The variety of overall sounds and styles they had was incredible. While the album has a fairly cohe-sive feel throughout—breezy and light, among other qualities—the Quintet changed it up frequently. For example, their version of “All Blues” was much darker, more raw and fat, with a fire burning underneath it, pushing it and its energy forward. It was preceded by “Blue in Green,” which foreshadowed the more ominous feeling prevalent in “All Blues.” While the original recording is bittersweet and beau-tiful, the Faculty Quintet’s ver-sion was that in addition to being haunting. With Turner’s vocal sound, Carrothers’ wide use of colorful notes and Encarnación’s soulful playing, the melodic 
If one were to make a list of what might be called “secret architects of pop cul-ture”—figures whose names are unknown to most but their work, as well as what they influenced instantly rec-ognizable—the architect of Generation X would almost certainly be Daniel Clowes, screenwriter, designer, and most importantly, comics art-ist. From his time design-ing covers for bands on leg-endary indie label Sub Pop to writing the screenplay for “Ghost World” alongside Terry Zwigoff, Clowes is—despite his reluctance to be called such—a key figure in the introduction of irony and sarcasm to mainstream cul-ture, as well as a fantastic writer and artist. While his work has been championed by “The New Yorker” and The Criterion Collection, Clowes’ early comic work is for the most part inaccessible to the general public simply because 
many of his stories were seri-alized in an anthology for-mat, in his personal triannual “Eightball” magazine. While several of those stories have been collected into individual volumes, the full experience of reading Clowes in the original context has been lost. Until now. This year on “Eightball”’s 25th anniversary, Fantagraphics has published the 18 issues that made up the original run of the series—issues 19-23 are a special case, each being their own graphic novel. Everything is in place here, from the original covers to the fake ads Clowes placed in between stories, to the letters column at the back of each issue—issue 3 fea-tures his recounting of getting recordings of people’s prank calls for a contest. It’s quite funny. Read in this collected anthology form, “Eightball” takes on the properties of an alternate universe, one where you can get legal advice in a bathroom, get your eye lock-ets cleaned by prawns, have a child write a blockbuster 
See page 9
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“Kind of Blue”
continued from page 8
Music is a universal lan-guage, a unifier. “It can bring together people from all differ-ent walks of life, people that would otherwise have nothing in common,” self-proclaimed “unconventional” senior and clarinet performance major Pablo Morales said. For Morales, music has always been an important part of his life.  From the fifth grade on, he has shared a special rela-tionship with his clarinet, Boris.“I originally had no inten-tion of playing clarinet,” said Morales, recalling the fateful day at the music store. His first pick was trombone, but the store was out. He opted for a clarinet, expecting a flute. Yet “here we are, 14 years later. The rest is history,” Morales quipped, a hap-penstance leading to a prosper-ous career.He has stuck with the clari-net through trials and tribula-tions. “I am originally part of the Class of 2014,” Morales said. Due to financial and workload stresses, he decided to take a 
couple years off after his sopho-more year. However, the plan was always to study music and return to Lawrence.“I’ve always been drawn to Lawrence for the people—the staff and the faculty, and students—and just the atmo-sphere,” Morales said. “People are always so welcoming and willing to help push you the extra step[. They are] there to support you when not every-thing goes the way you were hoping.”Morales’ return has not all been for naught. He has made use of his returned time.“I was the chorister—the musical director—of the sing-ing fraternity [Beta Theta Pi],” he said. In this position last year, Morales led rehearsal once a week. He and his broth-ers recorded their singing last spring and submitted their work to a national Beta Theta Pi competition. Under his direc-tion, they were able to uphold a legacy and receive the Whitman Choral Cup once again.Morales also joined a klezmer band led by friend and fellow senior Alek Wasserman. “Klezmer is a style based in Yiddish folk music,” he explained. 
“Clarinet is a very prominent part of that ensemble.” In this group, Morales has been able to expand his improvisational sense and even got to play at LU-aroo last year.Additionally, Morales has spent a lot of his time back plan-ning two concerts he will be performing this term. On Sept. 26, at 1 p.m. in Harper Hall, Morales will be performing his first recital. He plans to feature works by Brahms, Stravinsky and senior composition major Christian Carroll.“There may or may not be an encore by some folk band at the end,” Morales added. He has also planned a longer, full recital at the end of ninth week. He added that the experience is “really stretching my brain, my mind, my fingers as a perfor-mance major.” Despite an abundance of planning, Morales is excited—not just for this term, but to continue music into his career. He is fascinated with the peda-gogical aspect of music, hoping to receive a master’s degree in music education and certifica-tion to teach at either the middle or high school level.Overall, Morales is a man of 
music. His time here at Lawrence has instilled within him a better sense of community, not only with the campus itself, but also with the treatment of music. Music brings us all together.
This past summer, senior Ian Pelton (aka Ian Hues of Mokumbo) released his debut extended play (EP). The four-track “Blue” is a joyful EP to say the least. Its lyrics and upbeat production are nothing short of contagious. Pelton both rapped and produced all four songs, featuring special guests from Mokumbo, who are all Lawrence alumni.The EP opens with minimal synths and singing performed by Pelton. Throughout the songs, he tastefully blends rap and singing, moving from one to the other—or sometimes both 
at the same time—effortlessly. After this short intro, the song quickly picks up, with a pulsing beat and thick, ethereal layering of synths and other percussion. This track sets the tone for the three remaining songs, in terms of overall production and sub-ject matter.Pelton’s beats are catchy, poppy and enjoyable to listen to. They are gritty and grimy at some points, reminiscent of older hip-hop, but also shine a light on melodic synths, giv-ing them a newer sound and something that draws the ear besides the typically focused-on vocals. Recently, more often than not, rappers tend to have beats that can get boring and don’t support the vocals well, but Pelton’s are certainly the 
opposite.The subject matter is also a refreshing aspect of the EP. Despite only the second song being entitled “Feel Good,” all four tracks should make you do so. Pelton successfully sings and raps about the girl he loves in a way that doesn’t sound cliché, but rather personal and open.For those who know me, this is not the type of hip-hop I usually tend to listen to, but I thoroughly enjoyed it. It is sure to brighten your mood and get stuck in your head, in the good kind of way. Pelton plans to con-tinue to make new music on his own without the rest of the already-graduated Mokumbo. If it’s anything like “Blue,” I’d defi-nitely keep on the lookout.
ARTIST SPOTLIGHT:  
PABLO MORALES
Lizzy Weekes
A&E Editor
_____________________
Album Review 
Ian Pelton’s 
“Blue”  
     Izzy Yellen
      Staff Writer
_________________________
Photo courtesy of Nina Sultan
instruments created a menagerie of emotional and dense voices. This was supported by Urness and Richeson playing a bolero feel, ebbing and flowing with the melodic voices.While their original tunes are highly appreciated, the Faculty Quintet tackled such a well-known album with the upmost respect, ambition and desire to push the music forward. They created an experience that could be enjoyed 
by not only the avid jazz listener but also by someone who had never heard the art form before.“Kind of Blue” is an album often recommended as an intro-duction to jazz. And for many Lawrence students—especially those not in the Conservatory—the faculty groups are the first jazz groups they’ll see. The superb combination of both these intro-ductions will hopefully prove to be effective in getting others to lis-ten to, or at least appreciate, jazz. A recording of the full concert can be heard on <soundcloud.com/mark-urness>.
movie for you and many more strange, disturbing and hilarious things. But what makes “Eightball” great is the stories. While the Dan Pussey stories—about a comics artist who is continually humiliat-ed by the world—and the various shorts are definitely worth your time and attention, it is the two long serials, “Like a Velvet Glove Cast in Iron” and “Ghost World,” that fully show off Clowes’ pro-digious skills. The former is the greatest David Lynch/Alejandro Jodorowsky movie never made, a deeply sad and surreal saga of a man searching for the origin of a mysterious blue movie his ex-wife appears in, a tale that involves ancient folk ballads, a conspiracy involving the world’s first car-
toon character, and Tina, a fish-girl who will break your heart from the first panel. The latter, the basis for Clowes and Zwigoff’s film, is like a piano coda at the end of a symphony; a story in black, white and blue about the disintegration of the friendship of two teenage girls. In both of these books, despite Clowes’ love for the strange and the grotesque, he never once condescends to his characters or humiliates them for his own purposes. They are sto-ries, rather, of people who are walking open wounds, in need of love and with no way to tell if they can give or receive it correctly. In graphic novel form they are both still great stories, but broken up in “The Complete Eightball” they become something even more: glimpses of a strange world into a pure strain of humanity. This is an essential purchase.
“Eightball”
continued from page 8
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A year ago, while biking in Appleton, I was hit by a car. I assumed that the driver stopped at the intersection, waiting to turn left, could see me biking in the street. The driver failed to notice me. I was broadsided as the car turned into the street.I was lucky to emerge free from bodily harm. However, the crash was unsettling. It became distressingly clear that many Appleton drivers are unaware of bicyclists and that many more do not respect the equal standing of bicycles as vehicles on the road. As in my case, many drivers often fail to notice bikes in the roadway.Outside of actual collisions, I have had numerous run-ins with cars while biking. I was once told to “get off the road” because I was “on a bike.” Apart from yelled verbal suggestions, while cycling I have also witnessed illegal and unorthodox driving in Appleton. Cyclists are regularly cut off, and frequently illegally passed, while riding in the streets around Lawrence campus.Biking in Appleton, or in any 
moderately sized city, can be dan-gerous. However, this does not mean cycling should be avoided. Biking is a viable and acceptably safe means of transportation as long as it is approached with cau-tion.Wisconsin state stature 340.01(5) defines a bicycle as a vehicle. This means that on the roadway, bicycles are subject to all the same laws, and are protected by all the same rights as any other automobile. This fact is seemingly lost on multitudes of drivers.The legal standing of bicycles is a double-edged sword. While it grants cyclists protection while on the road, it also means that cyclists must in turn follow the rules. Bikes cannot, for example, blow through stop signs.I do not intend to scare peo-ple away from biking, or to stamp biking in Appleton as unsafe. I merely mean to warn people, par-ticularly people new to Lawrence, that biking in Appleton requires additional caution. With proper reflectors, lights and a safety-con-scious attitude, however, biking is as viable in Appleton as it is anywhere else.While it is a shame that Appleton’s streets are not bike friendly, biking is still possible and can be done safely. On all nearby 
streets except College Avenue, biking on the sidewalk is allowed. Bike lanes are also present on some streets, and provide an alternative to both the sidewalk and the open roadway.Riding in the street is also possible where bike lanes and sidewalks fall short. This approach merely requires a proactive men-tality on the part of the cyclist. As long as one pays attention to the cars around them, and assumes that cars cannot see them, biking is not overly dangerous.Bicycling is an economical and convenient form of transpor-tation, particularly on campus. Cycling can both save students time on trans-campus commutes, and give them the means to run errands off-campus. Without my bike, I would hardly ever make it to class on time.All things considered, bik-ing is ideal for college students. Bikes do not require gas or special parking allowances. Bikes have a minimal environmental impact, and are beneficial to the user’s health. Their only downside is an increased vulnerability on the road. This vulnerability is not a fatal flaw. With a good helmet, reflective clothing and a careful mentality, biking is a great way for Lawrence students to get around.
Statistically, I will earn 22 percent less than my male coworker. Statistically, I am at the greatest risk of becoming sexually assaulted or a victim of domes-tic violence. Statistically, I am 70 percent more likely to develop heart disease and 80 percent more likely to suffer a stroke. I am a 21-year-old white female. However, the primary factor of my identity is not my race, gender or age. It’s my education. I remember myself as young as the age of five when I first heard my father utter the words, “you can’t get married until you’re 30 or have a Ph.D.” It was a condition that I have heard all my life. Partly joking, undoubtedly preferred, education was always of the most importance to my parents. The emphasis on education was no surprise to me as I had grown up the daughter of a teacher and principal, and later the daughter of the director of curriculum. Growing up, I was “academi-cally gifted.” In elementary school, I aced spelling tests, read hun-dreds of pages more than my classmates, had the best cursive handwriting and perfected every detail of anything I turned in. My teachers loved me and were always finding opportunities to remind me of my “academic gift.” Throughout my schooling, with the exception of the occasional physics or AP calculus class, school was at its most basic level mundane and unchallenging. Yet, such conditions didn’t leave me exempt of the pressure to suc-ceed or compete. But if you had asked me if I was smart or even confident in my academic abili-ties, I would have said no. I wasn’t “academically gifted,” I had simply learned how to succeed within a streamlined system of public education.As a high school senior with college approaching, I cringed at the deduction of points from any test or assignment, became hyper-aware of any classmates that might have performed better than I did and became anxious over the subjects that I didn’t excel at—all while maintaining the guise that my academic success happened with a natural effortlessness.College was always some-thing I assumed was part of grow-ing up. College was a necessity, not an option. I knew from the moment I was five, listening to my dad talk about my Ph.D. as if it were destined, that I would attend college. What I didn’t know was that college would form the most essential part of who I am.  To say the rigor of Lawrence 
was an adjustment is an under-statement. I became further aware that I had been taught to memo-rize and regurgitate information, to respond to questions with the responses of others, and to pass tests for the sake of passing. I hadn’t been taught to criticize, analyze, or logically and concisely form my own opinions in response to others. I hadn’t been taught to think. And that was scary.  My former identity as an “aca-demically gifted” student seemed to elude me. I felt as though I was starting from scratch. However, this is where my education con-tributed most to my identity. My professors and classes completely turned my approach to learning upside down—it changed what I thought it meant to be academi-cally successful. I learned that being smart wasn’t about having the best grades or the recitation of material, but rather the ability to communicate and question com-plex ideas in collaboration rather than in competition with fellow students. My education has created a person with intellectual curiosity extending beyond the academic realm, an engaged participant and collaborator in the community, someone who no longer views uncertainty with anxiety, but with intrigue. I’ve become someone who has their own ideas; some-one who acts on their own ideas. Lawrence has developed within me the most essential parts of my character—creativity, inquisition, confidence and awareness.  I do not consider my primary identity to concern my race, gen-der or age. My primary identity is as a Lawrentian. However, despite my education at Lawrence, the socially constructed expectations involved with being a female—even an educated female—are still prevalent.The moment when the father of a Lawrence female asked me if I was getting my “Mrs. Degree” after I had mentioned that I was majoring in English has left a long-lasting impression on me. The implication that I had come to college to find a husband had left me both speechless and offend-ed. The incident made me aware that regardless of how I identi-fied myself, others would always see me differently. That man will never see me for my ambition, passion for learning or true char-acter, but rather my gender. The only effect his comment has had was allowing me to realize just how necessary and empower-ing my education has been and further motivates me to continue becoming the independent, suc-cessful female Lawrentian that I am. 
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The day Lawrentians started their Fall Term, another classroom in Irving, Texas, was the source of controversy. Ahmed Mohammed, 14, brought a homemade clock to school and ended up getting arrested under the charge of bringing a hoax bomb. The school and the police both defended the incident as a necessary measure to protect the school and prevent the clock from spreading terror.Alleged concerns regarding security have often been the vehicle for discrimination against minori-ties and marginalized groups. After Sept. 11, 2001, Muslims and “Muslim-looking” people—including Middle Easterners and South Asians—have been victims of this discrimination.The dogma of national security superseding other issues or concerns has long been supported and criticized. In this case, however, it was not airport officials or police officers acting on discriminatory grounds. It was an educational institution chiding one of its own students for his endeavour and initia-tive. Rather than serving as mentors, educators decided to act aggressively on unfair assumptions.Discrimination remains an unfortunate reality at campuses across the country. Luckily, on this cam-pus, incidents like the Ahmed Mohammed case would be nearly impossible to find. This editorial, thus, may appear to be preaching to the choir. However, we Lawrentians still have our own prejudices and biases, despite being enlightened enough to reject this form of ignorance. With all sorts of personalities weighing in on the topic—from the president of the country to that of the university—the “coddling of the American mind” might be part of the problem. The utter lack of consideration for views outside of our own can lead to discrimination. So long as any of us are afraid engage with a seemingly intolerable opinions, we may be welcoming in a new form of prejudice to our community.
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Campus housing changes affect LU’s social atmosphere
Every year at Lawrence, we see a new community with a new attitude. Some classes are more active than others, with more people going out on weekends or more folks pulling late nights in the library. With another signifi-cant shift in campus group housing this year, upperclassmen are wel-coming a new freshman class into another shifting social dynamic. The change from the rowdy Sigma Phi Epsilon (SigEp) house to the more reserved Sankofa last year pushed the Lawrence party scene to Beta Theta Phi (Beta) and Delta Tau Delta (Delt). With SigEp’s reinstatement—this time on Boldt Way—and key houses in their second year, will there be anoth-er dramatic shift in Lawrence’s atmosphere? This author’s guess is that we’ve got a lot of houses with a lot to prove, both to the administration and to campus-at-large.
At Lawrence, proximity is key. Given that SigEp will now be located on the normally quiet Union Street—replacing another key source of Union Street activi-ties—will Union Street be a des-tination? Art House has seen success creating the social atmo-sphere with interesting live per-formances and art shows—even during the challenging Appleton winter. While the school may only be two square blocks, that’s two square blocks to walk in minus 20 degree winters.SigEp’s notoriety around campus is sure to draw interest from the freshmen and sopho-mores who have never known a campus with a SigEp house. For the juniors and seniors, though, the question remains: is the walk worth freezing? We have seen SigEp at full tilt, so will they be welcomed back?While SigEp has had a rough few years, they are mostly a new bunch whom have—for all intents and purposes—gotten things together. This newfound respon-
sibility may be enough to con-vince some members of campus to renew interest in the fraternity. Or so it may be hoped.Beyond the reinstatement of the SigEp house, campus has a solidified and unified Boldt Way housing system. With Sankofa in their second year, I know I would love more opportunities to get involved with them. Their dis-cussion series last year brought to light interesting problems—#BlackLivesMatter, sexual prefer-ences and race in the media to name a few—in a public forum, and allowed Lawrentians to grow closer through overcoming the adversity inherent in diversity. Further opportunities to socialize, courtesy of Sankofa house, would also be a welcome addition to the roster of what to do and who to see. With Delt and Beta remain-ing the only outwardly active fra-ternities on Boldt Way, one has to wonder if they will be willing to start cooperating and sharing the love. Cooperation on events 
between these groups could see the entire campus out on the quad in the sun, a beautiful sight to be sure, and rarely seen outside of LU-aroo. If these two groups can work out their differences (and maybe even include the rest of Boldt?), exciting campus-wide events are sure to come.Speaking of fraternities on Boldt Way, we are inevitably brought to the redheaded step-child of Lawrence fraternity life—Phi Kappa Tau. This group of guys has not been very active in the Boldt Way scene, a trend I would personally love to see change. They have shown that they are more than capable of having fun—I recommend listen-ing around for activation—and the rest of campus just wants in! Having a house without a real party space makes things inher-ently difficult, so this may be a wonderful opportunity for some inter-fraternity counseling and cooperating.Outdoors and Recreation Club (ORC), Slug and Greenfire 
are not likely to see dramatic social shifts with groups coming in that do not look too different from last year. That being said, I personally love these houses and their ways. Pay attention for live music events, opportunities to get involved with a nationally rec-ognized sustainable garden and trips to the middle of nowhere with your local ORC Haus-er.Speaking of live music events, keep an ear out for Sinfonia and Art House—both coming at you from Union Street! They should be coming out swinging this fall with some excellent performanc-es to get back on top of their game. With strong lineups in both houses, these groups have every opportunity to make this year fan-tastic.To round things up, we have an exciting year here at Lawrence. Keep one eye on your textbooks—you can’t come to these events if you fail out—and the other on your favorite social media. Here’s to hoping for a strong start to a lively year here at Lawrence.
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items that have been removed, “It definitely seems like they’ve regressed as far as offering Gluten-Free friendly foods…I feel like a burden more than anything else. For people like me who have celiac disease, we’re probably just as frustrated with it as they are so that’s pretty hard.“Most of this feedback is regarding Andrew Commons, 
where the greatest variety of options are available and stu-dents tend to expect the major-ity of their healthy meals to come from. Kaplan’s Café is marketed as an option that allows students to get items from both a basic daily menu and changing special offer-ings. The amount of options in the café is largely dependent on the amount of space in the small kitchen. Junior Megan Davidson reported, “The introduction of the 
vegan burger is greatly appreci-ated,” but she often does not get enough protein from café options. The Student Handbook states that “Meal plans are required of all students living on campus.“ There are a few situations that allow students to not have a tra-ditional Bon Appetit meal plan. While not written in the student handbook, certain dietary restric-tions such as severe allergies or strict adherence to religious diets have allowed students to opt out in the past. 
Lawrence is also host to a few alternative meal plans. These are usually house-based, and the money that would typically be paid for a Bon Appetit meal plan is used to buy food for the entire participating group. Some exam-ples include the McCarthy Co-op, Phi Kappa Tau fraternity and the Sustainable Lawrence University Gardens (SLUG) club. Members of these groups enjoy the freedom that they find in their self-maintained meal plans. Junior Gil Etherington, a 
member of the SLUG meal plan who cannot eat gluten, enjoys the SLUG meal plan, for the freedom to prepare whatever she needs, as well as the comfort of knowing that what she eats is gluten free and not a threat to her health.  When Etherington was on the Bon Appetit mean, plan she found that they were “extraordinarily bad at labeling gluten-free items…Bon Appetit is obligated to stu-dents who are required to pay for the meal plan.”
Restrictive diets
continued from page 7
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Where do you place national security
on the list of America’s top issues?
PHOTO POLL Eric LeePhoto Editor
“When it comes to national 
security, we are too quick to call 
others terrorists and not focus on 
security on a local level. We can’t 
have security without equality.”
—Lou Weissert
“It is definitely one of the top 
three issues, especially on the 
Republican candidate debates.”
—Martha Hellerman
“As much as I don’t like being 
spied on, if it keeps me safe, 
then I have no problems with the 
current amount of surveillance.”
—Jamil Fuller
“American citizens are 
hypersensitive towards issues 
regarding domestic security.”
—Sean Hamilton
“The concern over national 
security has morphed from 
understandable concern to 
unjustifiable paranoia since 9/11.”
—Katie Crawford
“I feel it is sensationalized in the 
media and is made out to be a 
bigger issue than it really is.”
—Bill Schuman-Klein
ON CAMPUS
INTERNSHIP
Outgoing? Like being in
front of the camera?
Be an “in-the-field” reporter
for Student Health 101
digital magazine.
Interview fellow students
and produce your own
video segments.
Great resume experience!
Approximately 5 hours
per month.
Call 866-636-8336
or apply online at
www.readsh101.com/cc_apply.html
CAMPUS
SAFETY
Get to know your vital 
on-campus resource!
In the welcome week issue of The 
Lawrentian, we failed to mention 
a vital resources, Campus Safety. 
Incoming students should be sure to 
meet officers from one of the most 
friendly, reliable and helpful offices 
on campus. Thank you for
everything you do.
#kevinoncampus(920) 832-6999
